
CODE BREAKING USING STATISTICS 

Throughout this investigation, write your answers in a Word document. Snip any graphs or tables 

and paste them into Word. Include a cover page with a title and your name. 

1. Play a game of hangman with a partner. 

a) What letters do you choose first? 

b) Why? 

2. The letters used in a piece of writing have certain frequencies. This means, some letters appear 

more often than others. Relative frequency is the probability that the letter will occur. 

Letter 
Relative 

Frequency 
Letter 

Relative 
Frequency 

a 0.082 n 0.067 

b 0.015 o 0.075 

c 0.028 p 0.019 

d 0.043 q 0.001 

e 0.127 r 0.060 

f 0.022 s 0.063 

g 0.020 t 0.091 

h 0.061 u 0.028 

i 0.070 v 0.010 

j 0.002 w 0.024 

k 0.008 x 0.002 

l 0.040 y 0.020 

m 0.024 z 0.001 

Copy this data into an Excel file and draw a column graph. Make sure you label your axes and 

put a title on the graph. 

a) Which two letters occur most frequently in English? 

b) Which two letters occur the least often? 

c) If a piece of writing had 1000 characters, how many e’s would you expect? 

3. Samuel Morse was one of the first people to look at the frequency of letters in the English 

language. Why was this? 

4. The inventors of the QWERTY keyboard also studied the frequencies of letters but for a 

different reason. Explain how they used the letter frequencies to make the typewriter 

keyboard. What is the DVORAK keyboard? 



5. Lettering sticker sheets like the one below can be purchased to use for fancy headings. 

a) How many letters are on the sheet? 

b) Find one example of a letter that has roughly the 

correct frequency. 

c) Find one example of a letter whose frequency is 

too high. 

d) Find one example of a letter whose frequency is 

too low. 

 

Include your calculations for the above questions and 

compare to the relative frequencies in the second 

question. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

6. Scrabble is a game that uses letter tiles to make words. There are 100 tiles.  

 

a) How many letter E tiles are there? Is this a fair distribution? 

b) How many letter G tiles are there? Is this fair? 

7. An understanding of the frequency of the occurrence of letters in English is the basis of 

deciphering messages in code. Generally, the words are run together so the message gives no 

indication about the lengths of the individual words. The letters are often grouped together in 

sets of five. This adds another dimension to the difficulty in deciphering. 

a) Open a new Excel sheet and copy the text above into cell A1. If a number appears at the 

beginning of the text, delete it. 

b) Go to Data and select “Text to Columns”. Use the Delimited option and check the box 

next to “Space” to split the text into individual words. 



c) Now we are going to put each word in a new row. Highlight row 1. Copy. Place your 

cursor in cell A2. Right click and select “Paste Special”. Check the box next to 

“Transpose”. Delete row 1. 

d) We are going to split the words into individual characters so that Excel can count them. 

Highlight column A. Go to Data and select “Text to Columns” again. This time use the 

fixed width option. On the next dialog box, click between each character of the word 

“understanding” so that lines appear. Click Next, then Finish. 

 

You might like to highlight all of the columns and reduce the width. 

e) Now we have to set up a frequency distribution table next to our words. In column O, 

type the letters of the alphabet, one per row. In cell P1, type the formula below: 

=COUNTIF(A$1:M$58, O1) 

This counts all the letters in the range A1:M58 that match the contents of cell O1 (which 

is an A). 

f) Copy this formula from cell P1 through to cell P26.  

i) Write down the formula in cell P2. 

ii) Which cell has changed? Why? 

iii) Which cells haven’t changed? Why is this? 

g) Draw a column graph for your letter distribution. Make sure you label your axes and put a 

title on your graph. 

h) How close to the real letter frequencies is this passage of text? 

8. Now we are going to use that same process to break this code below. 

KGCTYKCKGC WOKKWCFMZG JVVFZKVXCK GCJLOKGKGC NCYBZYBHHJ YBQKCYYBHG 

YHKOBBCHDC YJZEVJKGCO JHCZZCJK.G CNYBQCHKGC EOJCYXYOBZ KKGCZCYFVE 

JVAQLGCJCG C'HNMOWKOK YBHGCZKJMB XKGCKYJDNC GOBHKGCFKV JCEWCAKKGC 

GCYKYBHKGC TZYKLYJFOB KGCOJJCEMX CLGOWCGCKV WHKGCNVTZK VJOCZ.VWHZ 

KVJOCZVEAV MJYXCYBHUM ZKOACYZGCJ CFCFNCJCHK GCFMBKOWKG CNVTLYZYZW 

CCDOBGOZNW YBQCKZYBHK GCBGCZKVQC HKGCEOJCYB EWYTEVLBLY JFYBHEMWWY 

BHWOZKCBCH KVKGCWVLKG MBHCJVEKGC EYWWZNCTVB HKGCFOBKGY KHYJQYBHKG 

JCYHNYJCLV VH.        

This code is difficult because the words are not separated by spaces; they are all joined together 

into ten letter blocks. There is some punctuation which might help but we need to use the letter 

frequencies to help us. 

a) Copy the code into row 1 of a new sheet in Excel and use the “Text to Columns” 

command to separate it into 10 letter ‘words’, one per line. 



b) Copy row 1, place your cursor in cell A2 and Paste Special, selecting “Transpose” to make 

the words fill down. Delete row 1. 

c) Select column A and use the “Text to Columns” to separate the characters into individual 

columns. 

d) In column L, type the letters A to Z in capitals. In column M, type in a command to count 

the letters. 

e) Which coded letter do you think is the letter E? Which coded letter do you think is the 

letter T? 

f) Excel will allow us to find and replace. Select column A and choose the search icon 

(magnifying glass picture) in the Editing Menu. Choose Replace. Click on Options and 

check the box next to Match Case. In the box next to “Find What:” type the letter that 

you think is the letter ‘e’ – make sure it is a capital letter. In the box next to “Replace 

With:” type a lowercase e. Replace all. 

g) What is the second most common letter? What letter do you think it represents? Use the 

method in part f) above to replace all these letters. 

h) Continue with the above method until you crack the code. Remember, the frequencies of 

the letters are not accurate. Be prepared to click undo if the passage doesn’t make sense. 

9. Make a code for your friends to crack. Find a passage of text and type it using lowercase 

characters and basic punctuation into Excel. Use the techniques in question 7 to separate it into 

individual characters.  

a) Next to your text, type the letters a-z in a column. In the next column, type an uppercase 

letter or a symbol. This will be the key to your code. 

b) Select all your text. Use the Find and Replace method systematically to change each of 

your lowercase letters into code. 

c) When you are finished, copy the code and paste into a word document and send to your 

friends to crack the code. 

10. Here is an extract from the book “A Void” by Georges Perec. 

It’s a soft, warm night and his blood is racing through his body. An indistinct 

murmur wafts up to his third-floor flat. Far off, a church clock starts chiming – a 

chiming as mournful as a last post, as an air-raid alarm, as an SOS signal from a 

sinking ship. And, in his own vicinity, a faint lapping sound informs him that a 

small craft is at that instant navigating a narrow canal. 

What do you notice about the distribution of letters? 

11. After you have finished all the activities, write a summary in your Word document about the 

important things you have learnt. Remember learning can be about knowledge, skills or 

understanding. 


